1. **PREMABLE**

The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) is awarded to a candidate who, as per these regulations, has submitted a thesis on the basis of original and independent research in any particular discipline or involving more than one discipline (inter-disciplinary) that makes a contribution to the advancement of knowledge, which is approved by Board of examiners as required.

2. **ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION TO PH.D. PROGRAMME**

Admission for Ph.D. programme can be made two times in a year, i.e., January and July. The online application will be available during the months of December and June every year for admitting the candidates for two sessions. Candidates should submit the hard copy of their application on or before the first working day of January and July to the concerned University Department / Affiliated College/ Research Institution where the candidates proposed to do their Research. Admission to Ph.D. programme shall be completed in the first month itself in each session. Registration for Ph.D. must be completed within one month from the date of granting admission.

2.1 **Eligibility and Minimum Marks Required**

i) Candidates for admission to the Ph.D programme shall have passed SSLC (10th or 11th class/grade and PUC or higher secondary (12th grade) before joining undergraduate (UG) programme (3 or more years) and UG before joining PG degree programme. That is, 10+2+UG Degree (3 or more years) or 11+1+ UG Degree (3 or more years).

ii) Candidates shall have a Master’s degree or a professional degree declared equivalent to the Master’s degree by the corresponding statutory regulatory body, with at least 55% marks in aggregate or its equivalent grade ‘B’ in the UGC 7-point scale (or an equivalent grade in a point scale wherever grading system is followed) or an equivalent degree from a foreign educational Institution accredited by an Assessment and Accreditation Agency which is approved, recognized or authorized by an authority, established or incorporated under a law in its home country or any other statutory authority in that country for the purpose of assessing, accrediting or assuring quality and standards of educational Institutions.

iii) Master's Degree in the faculties of Arts, Sciences, Fine Arts, Languages, Commerce, Education, Management Science of this University or equivalent thereto.
iv) Master’s Degree in the faculties of Law, Engineering, Technology, Architecture and Medicine including the Degree of Doctor of Medicine (M.D. or M.R.C.P), or Master of Surgery (M.S. or F.R.C.S./M.R.C.S.), Indian Medicine, Veterinary Science, M.Pharm. and Agriculture of this University or equivalent thereto.

v) M.B.B.S. Degree with two years of Senior House Surgeon / Special training or equivalent thereof recognized by the Medical Council of India or competent authority.

vi) Bachelor’s Degree in Veterinary Science, Ayurveda, Siddha, Homeopathy, Unani Medicines etc., with two years Senior House surgeon/equivalent special training in related disciplines of two years duration.

vii) ACA, FCA, AICWAI, ACSI qualifications of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, Institute of Cost and Works Accountants of India and Institute of Company Secretaries of India. Provided the candidates have secured one of the above qualifications after the lapse of at least two years after obtaining a University UG degree from any recognized University.

viii) Candidates from the National Defence Academy (NDA) with M.Sc. Defence and Strategic Studies / M.Phil. degree are eligible for Ph.D (both full-time and part-time) admission.

2.2 Relaxation of Marks

A relaxation of 5% of marks, from 55% to 50%, or an equivalent relaxation of grade, may be allowed for those belonging to SC/ST/Differently-Abled or for those who had obtained their Master’s degree prior to 19th September, 1991. The eligibility marks of 55% (or an equivalent grade in a point scale wherever grading system is followed) and the relaxation of 5% to the categories mentioned above are permissible based only on the qualifying marks without including the grace mark procedures.

2.3 Relaxation for admission and course work

2.3.1 Candidates who have cleared the M.Phil. course work with at least 55% marks in aggregate or its equivalent grade ‘B’ in the UGC 7-point scale (or an equivalent grade in a point scale wherever grading system is followed) and successfully completing the M.Phil. Degree shall be eligible to proceed to do research work leading to the Ph.D. Degree in the same Institution in an integrated programme.

2.3.2 A person whose M.Phil. dissertation has been evaluated and the viva voce is pending may be admitted to the Ph.D. programme of the same Institution;

2.3.3 Candidates possessing a Degree considered equivalent to M.Phil. Degree of an Indian Institution, from a Foreign Educational Institution accredited by an Assessment and Accreditation Agency of the Country which is approved, recognized or authorized by an authority, established or incorporated under a law in its home country or any other statutory authority in that country for the purpose of assessing, accrediting or assuring quality
and standards of educational Institutions, shall be eligible for admission to Ph.D. programme.

3. **REGISTRATION FOR THE Ph.D. PROGRAMME**

Candidates shall Register for the Ph.D. Degree Programme in the University Departments, Affiliated Colleges, Research Institutions, or R & D Centres/Laboratories coming under these regulations in any one of the categories.

(a). Full-time scholar (with or without stipend or fellowship or any assistantship)
(b). Part-time scholar (teacher or non-teacher, internal vis-à-vis external).

3.1 **Full-time**

The eligibility conditions for Full-time and Part-time candidates are same, as given in 2.1. In addition, Research fellows/Research Assistants/Technical Assistants/ Project Fellows/Project Assistants/Training Officers in extension departments approved by the University, appointed in the research projects funded by recognized agencies/Government are also eligible to register for Ph.D. on a full-time basis in the same department provided they satisfy the eligibility criteria stated in Regulation (2) above.

3.2 **Part-time (Internal)**

Candidates possessing eligibility criteria state in Regulation (2) above and falling under any of the following categories, are eligible to conduct research on a Part-time basis:

(i) A teacher working in the Department of the University or in an affiliated College of the University, Higher Secondary School or Polytechnic within the territorial jurisdiction of the University.

Provided teachers of affiliated colleges with two years total teaching experience and Teachers of Higher Secondary Schools and Polytechnic with four years total experience after the qualifying degree be allowed to register for Ph.D (part-time) programme. The teachers working in affiliated Colleges need not have obtained qualification approval and the experience certificate issued by the Principal of the College will be accepted.

(ii) A candidate employed other than as a teacher in a permanent job in a registered firm/Institution, within the territorial jurisdiction of the University with a minimum of four years of total working experience, after the qualifying degree and satisfying the rules framed separately by the Syndicate from time to time.

(iii) Research Assistants/Technical Assistants appointed on a permanent basis by the University are eligible to register for Ph.D. programme on Part-time basis after confirmation of service.
(iv) Candidate with M.L. Degree practicing as an advocate in any Court of Law or serving as a Legal Advisor to/in a registered firm/institution within the territorial jurisdiction of the University with a minimum of four years of total working experience after qualifying degree.

3.3 Part-Time (External)

Candidates possessing eligibility criteria stated in Regulation (2) above and fulfill the following conditions are eligible to conduct research on a Part-time (External) basis:

(i) Candidates employed as a teacher, scientist or in any other related capacity in National/State level Institutions, Universities, Research and Development (R&D) Centres/ Laboratories and Institutions, outside the territorial jurisdiction of this University, in India.

Provided those candidates are permitted by the respective organizations for pursuing research leading to the Ph.D. Degree of this University on a Part-time basis as external candidates two years after acquiring qualifying degree.

(ii) There shall be Ph.D Supervisor from the relevant discipline of the University of Madras and under the supervision the course work and methodology examinations be conducted. There shall be a Research Advisory Committee and the Supervision from the University will also be a member.

(iii) There shall also be a Ph.D Supervisor from the Institution where they are employed, provided such a Supervisor is recognized to guide for Ph.D. programme by this University or any other University recognised by the UGC. In the case of non-availability of a recognized Supervisor in the Institution, the candidate's research work shall be monitored by the Head of the Institution.

3.4 All Candidates (both full-time and part-time) shall submit the progress report, approved by the Research Advisory Committee, along with “Continuation of Ph.D Registration” application every year till submission of the Ph.D thesis during July 1st to 30th. Candidates failing to submit the application for the Continuation of Registration will be treated as having discontinued from the Ph.D programme. The annual fee, as decided by the Syndicate, should be paid along the application in the prescribed form.

4. DURATION OF THE PROGRAMME

4.1 Ph.D. programme shall be for a minimum duration of three years, including course work for both Full-time and Part-time candidates and a maximum of six years. No candidates shall be permitted to submit the thesis after the maximum period of SIX YEARS. There is NO provision for either Extension or Re-Registration.

4.2 The women candidates and Persons with Disability (more than 40% disability) may be allowed a relaxation of two years for Ph.D. in the maximum duration. In addition, the women candidates may be provided Maternity Leave/Child Care Leave once in the entire duration of Ph.D. for up to 240 days.
4.3 A Ph.D. (Non-stipendiary) scholar will be permitted to avail 30 days leave in a year and Ph.D. (Stipendiary) scholar can avail leave as per terms and conditions of their respective fellowships / scholarships only with the prior permission from the Supervisor and Head of the Institution.

4.4 Attendance

4.4.1 Attendance is compulsory for the Ph.D Full-time (Both Stipendiary or Non stipendiary) scholars for the minimum period as prescribed in these regulations. Beyond the minimum period, Ph.D full-time scholars may be permitted to take leave of absence and allowed to submit the thesis before the expiry of maximum period as prescribed in these regulations. The candidates shall pay all the applicable fees including Tuition fees and register for the continuation of the Ph.D. programme and shall appear before the Research Advisory Committee. The leave of absence will be granted only by the University.

4.4.2 The University Department /Affiliated College/ Research Institution shall maintain one common attendance registrar for all full-time Ph.D scholars and the Head of the University Department/ Principal/ Director shall issue the attendance Certificate by June 30th of every year for the Ph.D scholars to apply for Continuation of Registration.

4.5 Conversion of Full-Time Registration into Part-Time and Vice-Versa

Notwithstanding anything prescribed in these regulations, the University may permit conversion from Full-time to Part-time research in respect of candidates registered, for valid reasons and subject to satisfying the regulations, rules and conditions in force after completion of Two years under Full-time research. Candidates who are qualified NET/SET/JRF are permitted to convert their Full-time research programme into Part-time research programme after a gap of one-year from the date of Registration provided they are appointed as Asst. Professor or equivalent category in College / University. Conversion from Part-time to Full-time research is permitted at any point of time for part-time scholars.

4.6 Residential Requirements

4.6.1 A candidate registered on a part-time (internal) basis in all the subjects except in those involving laboratory works shall work at least for TWO MONTHS in every academic year during the course of research at the Institution where the Supervisor is attached. The Supervisor has to issue the attendance certificate through the Principals/Heads of Departments of the University to the Controller of Examinations.

4.6.2 A candidate, who has been permitted to register on a part-time (internal) basis in subjects involving laboratory work in an Institution other than where they are working, shall be required to work for a minimum total period of EIGHT MONTHS in the Institution directly under Supervisor. If required, the period of EIGHT MONTHS of residency may be spent in four spells of not less than TWO MONTHS each during an academic year in the course of their research.
4.6.3 A candidate registered for the Ph.D. programme as a part-time external candidate is expected to do research in his/her place of employment and in addition he/she should undergo such course work, examination and research work as may be prescribed by the University/Supervisor/Research Advisory Committee as per the regulations during the research period directly under the Supervisor of this University.

5. PROCEDURE FOR ADMISSION

5.1 The University Departments/Affiliated Colleges/ Research Institutions shall admit Ph.D. students through an Entrance Test conducted at the level of University Departments/Affiliated Colleges/ Research Institutions. The University Departments/Affiliated Colleges/ Research Institutions may decide separate terms and conditions for Ph.D. Entrance Test for those students who qualify UGC-NET (including JRF)/UGC-CSIR NET (including JRF)/SLET/GATE/teacher fellowship holder or have passed M.Phil programme.

5.2 The University / Affiliated Colleges / Research Institutions shall:

5.2.1 decide on an annual basis through their academic bodies a predetermined and manageable number of Ph.D. scholars to be admitted depending on the number of available Research Supervisors and other academic and physical facilities available, keeping in mind the norms regarding the scholar-teacher ratio (as indicated in Para 6.5), laboratory, library and such other facilities;

5.2.2 notify well in advance in the Institutional website, the number of seats for admission, subject/discipline-wise distribution of available seats, criteria for admission, procedure for admission, examination centre(s) where entrance test(s) shall be conducted and all other relevant information for the benefit of the candidates;

5.2.3 State-level reservation policy shall be followed for the admission by the Department.

5.3 Criteria for Admission

The admission shall be based on the criteria notified by the Institution, keeping in view the guidelines/norms in this regard issued by the UGC and other statutory bodies concerned, and taking into account the reservation policy of the State Government from time to time.

The admission procedures could be completed by the Departmental Selection Committee of the University departments/ Affiliated College admission committee / research Institution committee, provided the following guidelines are adopted:

(a) The Departmental Selection Committee should be constituted by the Head of the Department with two recognized guides in the department with the proposed guide (a minimum of three members should be in the committee) as
convener. If only one guide is available in any department, such department should constitute the above committee with the guides available from the within the School or from related departments. The minutes of the selection process duly signed by the Departmental / Affiliated College admission committee shall be appended.

(b) A check list of certificates (except Transfer Certificate) verified and certified by the admission committee shall be enclosed.

(c) Every applicant for Ph.D. must be checked for his eligibility, category of Registration, vacancy condition available with the Supervisor etc.

(d) With regard to a candidate proposing to work on the contribution of living author(s), a brief research proposal for conducting Ph.D. and a self declaration duly certified by the Supervisor should be forwarded along with necessary permission obtained from the concerned author(s).

(e) Subject to the above conditions, the Head of the department of the University or Principal of the college on approval by the department/Campus admission committee can issue the Ph.D. admission letter. However, the provisional registration shall be issued by the University after ratifying the admission.

(f) Ph.D. Registration application form shall be forwarded to this office only after getting the approval for admission to the Ph.D. programme from the University.

5.4 Basis of Admission

5.4.1 The admission should be made purely on merit basis: 50% of marks shall be from the qualifying examination, i.e. PG Degree and another 50% based on entrance examination.

5.4.2 The entrance test which will be conducted by the respective Department/Affiliated College/Institution shall carry a maximum of 50 marks as detailed below: Written examination 40 marks and (b) Oral examination 10 marks. The Syllabus of the Entrance Test shall consist of 50% of research methodology and 50% shall be on subject specific. The candidate should secure at least 25 marks out of 50 marks in the entrance test (Written and Oral).

5.4.3 The candidate should take the examination only in the subject for which he/she has applied for admission to the Ph.D. programme. The Head of the Department/Affiliated College/Institution in consultation with the Supervisor(s) of the concerned subject may design the question paper for the entrance test. The question paper has to be set and valued by the respective admission committee of the Department/Affiliated College/Institutions only.

5.4.4 The interview/viva voce shall also consider the following aspects, viz. whether: (i) the candidate possesses the competence for the proposed research; (ii) the research work can be suitably undertaken at the Institution/Affiliated College; (iii) the proposed area of research can contribute to new/additional knowledge.
5.4.5 The candidate with fellowship from the UGC, CSIR etc. / Project Fellow appointed in the major research project from funding agency / and teachers working in affiliated colleges shall be exempted from appearing for entrance test.

5.4.6 If the candidates have passed Master’s degree in grading system, they may be asked to get equivalent marks or classification for the same from the University concerned and the same may be forwarded to the office with the selected list.

5.4.7 The conditions for admission prescribed under the regulations in respect of the Ph.D. programme should be strictly followed. All candidates should have passed PG Degree course as per UGC/ AICTE / MCI regulations.

5.4.8 The Head of the Department of the University / The Principal of the College / the Director of recognized research Institution should insist on the production of an eligibility certificate obtained from the Registrar of this University, before granting admission to them in respect of candidates who have passed their qualifying examination from other Boards / Universities.

5.4.9 While forwarding the admission list the following should be furnished.

   a. The applications of the candidates who have applied for the Ph.D. programme along with the enclosures.
   b. List of the candidates applied, interviewed and selected [as per the format]
   c. Minutes of the meeting of the Departmental Selection Committee with signatures and office seal of all the members.
   d. The check list of certificates (except Transfer Certificate) verified and certified by the departmental admission committee.
   e. In case of foreign candidates, a research visa obtained from the respective High Commission/Embassy or through Human Resource Development, Ministry of Education, Govt. of India, New Delhi, for the period of the Ph.D. programme. (Two or three years as the case may be).
   f. The fee payable to the University should be collected from each candidate and remitted to the University after receipt of the communication regarding approval for admission to the Ph.D. programme from this University.

5.4.10 The ultimate responsibility of admission rests only with the Heads of the Departments of the University/ Principals of the Colleges/ Directors of the Research Institutions concerned.

If it is observed at a later stage that the admission given by the University Department/ Affiliated College/ Research Institution is incorrect, the same will be cancelled by the University at any stage of the Ph.D. Programme. The Heads of the Departments of the University / Principals of the Affiliated Colleges / Directors of the Research Institutions should certify that the selections are made on the basis of guidelines issued by the University.
5.5 **Provisional Registration**

A candidate applying for provisional registration shall furnish all the information *inter alia* in the form prescribed together with the fee prescribed in the Ph.D. Prospectus & Online registration in the University website.

Every applicant who satisfies all the conditions and procedures prescribed shall, after approval by the University, be provisionally registered for the Ph.D. programme.

Registration for the Ph.D. programme must be done by the candidate within ONE month after getting the permission from the University with all documents. A delay upto SIX months for registration can be accepted with a penal fee and reasons for the delay must be submitted. Also, the delay in registration can also be accepted upto ONE year with a penal fee and the reasons for the late registration must be submitted. Exactly after ONE year from the date of permission if the candidate fails to apply for provisional registration he/she should not be allowed to pursue the research. Penal fees shall be prescribed by the Syndicate from time to time.

For inter-disciplinary research, the proposal under inter-disciplinary research should be submitted in the prescribed format (Appendix A) duly approved by the departmental committee along with the minutes and forwarded by the Supervisor and Head of the Department concerned.

A candidate seeking exemption for Methodology Examinations of Ph.D. Research on *disciplinary basis* and exemption for Research Methodology Examination alone of Ph.D. Research on *inter-disciplinary basis* should submit M.Phil. (Provisional & Convocation) Certificate while submitting application for Registration. If certificates are not submitted, registration will be processed based on only P.G. Qualification.

5.6 The University shall maintain the list of all the Ph.D. registered students on its website ([www.unom.ac.in](http://www.unom.ac.in)) on year-wise basis. The list shall include the name of the registered candidate, topic of his/her research, name of his/her Supervisor/co-Supervisor, date of enrolment/registration.

6. **ALLOCATION OF RESEARCH SUPERVISOR: ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA TO BE A RESEARCH SUPERVISOR, CO-SUPERVISOR, NUMBER OF PH.D. SCHOLARS PERMISSIBLE PER SUPERVISOR, ETC.**

6.1 Any regular Professor of the University Department/Institution /Affiliated College with at least five research publications in refereed journals listed in the UGC website and any regular Associate/Assistant Professor of the University Department /Institution / Affiliated College with a Ph.D. degree and at least two research publications in refereed journals listed in the UGC website (one must be published in SCOPUS indexed journal) may be recognized as Research Supervisor. Provided that in areas/disciplines where there is no or only a limited number of refereed journals, the Institution may relax the above condition for recognition of a person as Research Supervisor with reasons recorded in writing.
6.2 Only a full time regular teacher of the University Department/Institution/Affiliated College can act as a Supervisor. The external Supervisors are not allowed. However, Co-Supervisor can be allowed in inter-disciplinary areas from other departments of the same institute or from other related Institutions with the approval of the Research Advisory Committee. Faculty members under probation can be a Supervisor provided there will be Co-Supervisor for the candidate.

6.3 The allocation of Research Supervisor for a selected research scholar shall be decided by the Department concerned depending on the number of scholars per Research Supervisor, the available specialization among the Supervisors and research interests of the scholars as indicated by them at the time of interview/viva voce.

6.4 In case of topics which are of inter-disciplinary nature where the Department concerned feels that the expertise in the Department has to be supplemented from outside, the Department may appoint a Research Supervisor from the Department itself, who shall be known as the Research Supervisor, and a Co-Supervisor from outside the Department/ Faculty/Affiliated College/Institution on such terms and conditions as may be specified and agreed upon by the consenting Institutions/Affiliated Colleges.

6.5 A Research Supervisor/Co-Supervisor who is a Professor, at any given point of time, cannot guide more than Eight (8) Ph.D. scholars. An Associate Professor as Research Supervisor can guide up to a maximum of six (6) Ph.D. scholars and an Assistant Professor as Research Supervisor can guide up to a maximum of four (4) Ph.D. scholars.

6.6 In case of relocation of an Ph.D. woman scholar due to marriage or otherwise, the research data shall be allowed to be transferred to the University to which the scholar intends to relocate provided all the other conditions in these regulations are followed in letter and spirit and the research work does not pertain to the project secured by the parent Institution/Supervisor from any funding agency. The scholar will however give due credit to the parent guide and the Institution for the part of research already done.

6.7 (i) For inter-lingual/inter-disciplinary research, a scholar shall have a co-Supervisor.

(ii) A Supervisor shall not guide his/her immediate or close relative and to this effect he/she shall furnish a declaration in the column provided in the application form for admission. A Supervisor shall not be permitted to register candidates for Ph.D. in the last one year of his/her service or less than 5 years in the case of re-employed faculty or faculty who have joined in a new Institution. Retired teachers are not permitted to guide under any capacity or positions like Emeritus, Guest faculty, visiting faculty etc.

6.8 Teachers who are appointed in the University or in Affiliated Colleges of the University or in the recognized research Institutions of the University are automatically recognized as Ph.D. guides provided he/she has already obtained recognition to guide Ph.D. in other/same University; provided they fulfil the requirements of University of Madras.
6.9 Change of Supervisors and Transfer of Scholars

6.9.1 The Head of the Department / Principal /Director shall consider the Ph.D scholars complaints relating to Ph.D Supervisors and requests for transfer of Supervisor and resolve the issue amicably referring to a subject expert Committee or Research Advisory Committee. Change of Supervisor shall be informed to the University for approval within one month.

6.9.2 Transfer of Ph.D. scholars from one Supervisor to another Supervisor can be effected, with mutual willingness given by both the present and proposed Supervisors.

6.9.3 In the case of change of Supervisor or transfer of candidates is proposed without the consent of any one of the parties (Candidate or Supervisor) concerned, or complaints against the Supervisor, the matter shall be referred to a Committee constituted by the Vice-Chancellor and the Vice-Chancellor be authorised to take a decision on such matters. The decision of the Vice-Chancellor shall be final.

6.9.4 The Supervisors who wish to avail leave/lien/deputation beyond a period of SIX MONTHS shall nominate a Supervisor of the department or Head of the Department in the concerned subject for the candidates registered with them for the period of absence and shall intimated to the University well in advance.

6.9.5 In the case of a research Supervisor working under the self-financing stream and who wishes to leave the Institution for whatever reasons, it is the responsibility of the Principal of the College to take necessary steps to transfer the candidates registered under the said teacher after obtaining necessary approval from the University.

6.10 Withdrawal of Recognition

If a Supervisor is found to involve in plagiarism, moral turpitude with fraudulent academic accomplishments and other activities prejudicial to the reputation of the University, etc., his/her the recognition of guideship will be summarily withdrawn without assigning any reason thereof.

6.11 Cancellation of the Ph.D. Registration

In case of candidates who do not possess an M.Phil. degree, who have not taken Part I course work and examination and the Minutes of the meeting of the Research Advisory Committee for them are not forwarded to the University for confirmation of provisional registration on completion of ONE year of provisional registration, their registration shall be cancelled for both Full-time and Part-time programmes by the University on completion of 18 months from the date of provisional registration.

In case of recommendation for cancellation of the registration by the Supervisor, the candidate shall be intimated about the grounds on which the registration is being proposed for cancellation.
Any complaint relating to change of guidance, etc will be referred to a Committee constituted by the Vice-Chancellor and based on the report of the committee action will be taken.

7. COURSE WORK: CREDIT REQUIREMENTS, NUMBER, DURATION, SYLLABUS, MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR COMPLETION, ETC.

7.1 The credit assigned to the Ph.D. course work shall be a minimum of 08 credits and a maximum of 16 credits.

7.2 The course work shall be treated as prerequisite for Ph.D. preparation. A minimum of four credits shall be assigned to one or more courses on Research Methodology which could cover areas such as quantitative methods, computer applications, research ethics and review of published research in the relevant field, training, field work, etc. Other courses shall be advanced level courses preparing the students for Ph.D. degree.

7.3 All courses prescribed for Ph.D. course work shall be in conformity with the credit hour instructional requirement and shall specify content, instructional and assessment methods. They shall be duly approved by the authorized academic bodies.

7.4 The Department where the scholar pursues his/her research shall prescribe the course(s) to him/her based on the recommendations of the Research Advisory Committee, as stipulated under sub-Clause 8.1 below.

7.5 All candidates admitted to the Ph.D. programmes shall be required to complete the course work prescribed by the Department during the initial one or two semesters.

7.6 Candidates already holding M. Phil. Degree and admitted to the Ph.D. programme, or those who have already completed the course work in M.Phil. and have been permitted to proceed to the Ph.D. In integrated PG and Ph.D Degree, Candidates may be exempted by the Department from the Ph.D. course work. All other candidates admitted to the Ph.D. programme shall be required to complete the Ph.D. course work prescribed by the Department.

7.7 Grades in the course work, including research methodology courses shall be finalized after a combined assessment by the Research Advisory Committee and the Department and the final grades shall be communicated to the Institution/Affiliated College.

7.8 A Ph.D. scholar has to obtain a minimum of 55% of marks (or an equivalent grade in the UGC 7 point scale or an equivalent grade/CGPA in a point scale wherever grading system is followed) in the course work in order to be eligible to continue in the programme and submit the Ph.D. thesis.

7.9 Course Work Examination and Evaluation

7.9.1 Every candidate provisionally registered for the Ph.D. programme shall undergo course work in the first year (two semesters. The course work consists of the following:
Paper I : Research Methodology (4 credits)
Paper II : An advanced paper in the subject concerned (6 credits)
Paper III : Background Paper relating to the candidate’s Ph.D. work (6 credits).

7.9.2 The Department can recommend courses offered for PG and M.Phil of the Department or any other relevant department for papers I and II. In such cases, the Ph.D candidates will be treated like other students of the course and take the examinations as prescribed for that course.

7.9.3 The University School/ Department/ College/ Research Institute may prescribe syllabus for Paper-I for each discipline (Languages, Arts, Humanities, Sciences and Basic Medical Sciences). The syllabi for the Papers II & III will be prescribed by the Research Advisory Committee based on the courses taught in the department. The Courses offered for PG and M.Phil students can be recommended for the requirement of Papers I and II.

7.10 Scheme of Examinations

7.10.1 The Department/Supervisor with the approval of the Research Advisory Committee will conduct the written examinations for the courses prescribed by the Research Advisory Committee.

7.10.2 The viva-voce examination testing the domain knowledge of the candidate and his preparedness to carry out the thesis work shall be conducted.

7.10.3 The results will be communicated by the Supervisor to the University with the answer scripts and questions along with the Minutes of the Meeting of the Research Advisory Committee.

7.10.4 On the basis of these examinations, provisional registration of the candidate will be confirmed by the University. Researchers shall be permitted to proceed with his/her research work and submit the thesis at the expiry of minimum total period of research prescribed after provisional registration. The candidate should give seminars periodically after the confirmation of registration in the general field and in the topics connected with his/her research work.

7.10.5 The Research Advisory Committee will periodically have to monitor the progress of the work of the scholar and the report shall be sent to the University without fail once in six months. A consolidated report of progress along with the Research Advisory Committee meeting minutes be submitted along with the application for continuation of research.

7.10.6 Candidates who possess M.Litt. or M.Phil. or M.L., M.E., M.Tech. M.Arch., M.D., M.S., qualifications in the same discipline/field of research are eligible for exemption from undergoing the written examinations of all the three papers. If the degrees are not in the same discipline (inter-disciplinary) they are exempted only from Paper-I Research Methodology and shall undergo written examinations for Paper-II and III. Like other candidates they should
give seminars periodically in the general field and topics of his/her research work.

8. RESEARCH ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND ITS FUNCTIONS

8.1 There shall be a Research Advisory Committee, for each Ph.D. scholar. The Research Supervisor of the scholar shall be the Convener of this Committee. The Head of the Department concerned, provided he/she is a recognized Supervisor, and one other member from Institutions in the neighbourhood, who is an expert in the subject and also a recognized Supervisor for guiding Ph.D. scholars in that Institution.

In respect of inter-disciplinary research, the co-guide shall also be included as a member, in addition to those mentioned above.

Research Supervisor may also include an expert (may or may not have Ph.D.) from the Industry / Institution in the Research Advisory Committee in addition to the above members to provide inputs to the candidate but not to count the mandatory requirement of approval of Synopsis.

This Committee shall have the following responsibilities:

8.1.1 To review the research proposal and finalize the topic of research;
8.1.2 To guide the research scholar to develop the study design and methodology of research and identify the course(s) that he/she may have to do.
8.1.3 To periodically review and assist in the progress of the research work of the research scholar.
8.1.4 The Research Scholar and Supervisor should appear before the Dean (Research) / College Principal / Institute Director along with Senior Professor of concerned department who will review the progress at the end of fourth and fifth year and submit specific recommendation whether the candidate could complete the research work within one or two years.
8.1.5 During the First two years, Research scholar shall present atleast two paper in Regional / National level Seminar / Conference or shall publish atleast one paper in UGC listed journal. From third year onwards, atleast one paper must be published in the UGC listed journals.

8.2 A research scholar shall appear before the Research Advisory Committee once in six months to make a presentation of the progress of his/her work for evaluation and further guidance. The six monthly progress reports shall be submitted by the Research Advisory Committee to the Institution/Affiliated College with a copy to the research scholar.

8.3 In case the progress of the research scholar is unsatisfactory, the Research Advisory Committee shall record the reasons for the same and suggest corrective measures. If the research scholar fails to implement these corrective measures, the Research Advisory Committee may recommend to the Institution/Affiliated College with specific reasons for cancellation of the registration of the research scholar.
9. EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT METHODS, MINIMUM STANDARDS/CREDITS FOR AWARD OF THE DEGREE, ETC.

9.1 Upon satisfactory completion of course work, and obtaining required grade, the Ph.D. scholar shall be required to undertake research work and produce a draft thesis within a reasonable time, as stipulated by the Institution concerned based on these Regulations.

9.2 Submission of Synopsis

9.2.1 Prior to the submission of the thesis, the scholar shall make a presentation in the Department before the Research Advisory Committee of the Institution concerned which shall also be open to all faculty members and other research scholars. The feedback and comments obtained from them may be suitably incorporated into the draft thesis in consultation with the Research Advisory Committee.

9.2.2 Not less than THREE months before the submission of the thesis, every candidate shall submit to the University, through the Supervisor or the Convener of the Research Advisory Committee wherever pertinent, a Synopsis (THREE COPIES) of the proposed thesis together with the certificate of the Research Advisory Committee and stating the title of the thesis to be presented in the prescribed application form along with the prescribed fee. The candidate shall inform the probable date of submission of his/her thesis in the application. The synopsis shall be submitted both in the form of hard and soft copy in CD. The hard copy should not exceed 20 type written or printed pages (one side only of A4 size).

9.2.3 Not later than SIX MONTHS after the submission of the synopsis and after the expiry of the minimum period of research prescribed, every candidate shall submit prescribed application and FIVE COPIES of thesis embodying the results of the research carried out by him/her along with the prescribed application and fee. In addition, the thesis shall also be submitted in the form of soft copy in CD.

9.3 Submission of Thesis

Ph.D. scholars must publish at least one (1) Research paper in refereed journal listed in the UGC website for non Science discipline and at least (2) two Research papers in refereed journal listed in the UGC website for Science discipline and make two paper presentations in conferences/seminars before the submission of the thesis for adjudication, and produce evidence for the same in the form of presentation certificates and/or reprints.

The title page of the thesis, cover, format, etc., should strictly conform to the format of presentation as prescribed and the thesis (all copies) should carry a declaration by the candidate as prescribed and certificate as prescribed duly signed and issued by the Supervisor. The thesis should NOT be hard bound and it should have a thin and flexible cover.
The Ph.D. Thesis/Synopsis may generally be written in English (for subjects other than languages). However, the thesis may also be written in Tamil and submitted.

9.4 The Syndicate shall evolve a mechanism using well developed software and gadgets to detect plagiarism and other forms of academic dishonesty. While submitting for evaluation, the thesis shall have an undertaking from the research scholar and a certificate from the Research Supervisor attesting to the originality of the work, vouching that there is no plagiarism and that the work has not been submitted for the award of any other degree/diploma of the same Institution where the work was carried out, or to any other Institution. The Plagiarism software, its operations and threshold level will be as decided by the Syndicate.

9.5 Panel of Examiners

9.5.1 The Ph.D. thesis submitted by a research scholar shall be evaluated by his/her Research Supervisor and at least two external examiners, who are not in employment of the Institution/ Affiliated College, of whom one examiner may be from outside the country. The viva-voce examination, based among other things, on the critiques given in the evaluation report, shall be conducted by the Research Supervisor and at least one of the two external examiners or an external examiner appointed by the Vice-Chancellor, and shall be open to be attended by Members of the Research Advisory Committee, all faculty members of the Department, other research scholars and other interested experts/researchers. The Indian and / or the Foreign examiner may participate in the Viva-voce examination through Skype / Video conferencing but not mandatory.

The Supervisor is advised to submit the panel of Examiners in the prescribed format for the candidate in consultation with the other members of the Research Advisory Committee in a sealed cover to the Controller of Examinations in the prescribed format:

1. Three Examiners from overseas of non-Indian origin with 10 and more than 10 years of research and teaching experience,
2. Three Examiners from North, East, Western parts of India and
3. Three Examiners exclusively from Chennai region (for viva-voce purpose) has to be provided by Supervisor. (If the Supervisor furnishes examiners from outside Chennai, he/she has to justify the reasons for suggesting such examiners).

Appointment of overseas examiners need not be insisted for the Indian Language subjects especially for Malayalam, Tamil and Kannada and other disciplines of Vaishnavism, Saiva Siddhantha, Jainology etc.

Panel of experts should be typewritten only, handwritten panel will not be accepted under any circumstances. Along with the names of the examiners the Panel should mention latest e-mail id, telephone nos. etc. URL of the Institution.
The persons suggested for appointment as examiners should hold Ph.D. Degree with 10 years at the Post-Graduate level with research publications in standard National and International refereed research journals to their credit and also a recognized Ph.D. Supervisor and guided Ph.D. scholars. There should not be repetition of more than 50 per cent names in each of the two categories. Atleast two papers published in the UGC list of journals or books (published by National/Foreign publishers) in the last five years of the proposed foreign examiner, as listed and prescribed in the proforma.

9.5.2 Board of Examiners

The Syndicate may appoint a Board of Examiners for evaluation of the thesis consisting of the Supervisor as Convener and two other External Examiners i.e. one from India and one from outside India (Foreign Examiner) from the panel suggested by the Supervisor.

Provided further that no close or immediate relative of the candidate/Supervisor be appointed to act as an examiner.

Format for submission of Panel of Experts will be decided by the Syndicate from time to time.

9.5.3 Evaluation of the Thesis

The Board of Examiners so appointed shall value the thesis and report on the merit of the thesis for the award of the Ph.D degree. Each examiner is expected to give a detailed report on the thesis apart from a duly filled in proforma for adjudication in the format prescribed by the University.

The Board of Examiners shall report on the merit of the candidate as “Highly commended”, “Commended”, “Not Commended” or “To be Resubmitted”.

The two external examiners shall send the individual reports together with the duly filled in proforma to the Controller of Examinations and the Convener. Together with his/her individual report and the duly filled in proforma the convener will prepare a consolidated report, bringing out the salient points made in individual reports. The consolidated report shall be prepared and submitted by the Supervisor to the Controller of Examinations within a month.

If all the three examiners unanimously recommend the award of the degree, the candidate will be asked to appear for a public Viva-Voce Examination.

If any examiner has in his/her report made some comments and suggested corrections/modifications/alterations and asking the candidate to carry out the same in the thesis, then the candidate will be informed accordingly through the Supervisor. The candidate should carry out the corrections etc., if any, suggested by the examiners, before the public viva-voce examination after obtaining permission from the Controller of Examinations. The Supervisor shall furnish a certificate to this effect, together with the list of corrections, to the University before the public viva-voce examination.
If one of the external examiners recommends the award of the degree and other does not recommend the award of the degree, the Syndicate may refer the thesis to a fourth examiner so appointed, who shall belong to the same category (i.e., from India or outside India) as the original examiner who valued the thesis and has not recommended.

The fourth examiner will not be provided with the report of the other examiners. If the fourth examiner recommends the award of the degree, the candidate will be asked to appear for a public viva-voce examination prescribed earlier. If the fourth examiner also does not recommend the award of the degree, the degree will not be awarded to the candidate.

Any complaint relating to valuation of the thesis, etc will be referred to a Committee constituted by the Vice-chancellor and based on the report of the committee action will be taken.

9.5.4 Supervisor shall not correspond with the examiners under any circumstances while the thesis is in the evaluation process. Any violation will lead to debarring the faculty member from guiding Ph.D. thesis and face disciplinary action. Similarly, any attempt by the student to contact the examiners will lead to withholding/withdrawal of degree. The examiners will be asked to send both soft and hard copies of the reports directly to the Controller of Examinations and a copy of the report to the Supervisor. After receiving the reports from the two examiners (either email or hard copy), the Supervisor shall consolidate the reports and submit within two weeks.

9.6 Resubmission of the Thesis

A candidate whose thesis has not been commended for the award of the degree may be permitted to resubmit it on a second occasion with a period of one year from the date of declaration of the results with a specific statement from the candidate and the Supervisor about the additional research work conducted and the revision done in the thesis. The resubmitted thesis shall be referred to the same examiner who originally valued the thesis for Re-valuation.

9.7 Viva-voce:

9.7.1 A copy of the thesis of the candidate appearing for the public viva-voce examination shall be deposited in the departmental library for perusal of those interested in the thesis before the conduct of the public viva-voce examination, together with appropriate public notice issued by the Supervisor for the purpose. A format for the Public viva will be prepared and the Public viva needs to be conducted at a central place and the proceedings of the viva need to be sent to the Office of the Controller of Examinations.

Members of the department in the subject concerned where the candidate conducted research and outside specialists, if any, may participate in the public viva-voce examination. The Supervisor shall convey to the University, the result of such public viva-voce examination duly endorsed by the external examiner, together with a list of participants in the examination with their
signature, designation and address. A candidate who is also successful at the public viva-voce examination shall be declared to have qualified for the Ph. D degree by the Syndicate.

9.7.2 If for any reason the Supervisor is unable to conduct the viva-voce examination even one month after the approval of the consolidated report on the Ph.D. thesis by the University and after appointment of the viva-voce examiner, the Vice-chancellor be authorise to appoint a faculty member in the place of the Supervisor to conduct the viva-voce examination in time. A candidate, who is not successful at the public viva voce examination, may be permitted to take the same on a second occasion, after the expiry of THREE months. If he/she is not successful even on the second occasion at the public viva-voce examination, the degree will not be awarded to him/her.

9.7.3 No candidate shall be permitted to submit a thesis or to appear for the public viva-voce examination on more than TWO occasions.

9.8 The Institutions shall develop appropriate methods so as to complete the entire process of evaluation of Ph.D. thesis within a period of six months from the date of submission of the thesis.

9.9 Format of the Degree

The Ph.D degree certificate shall incorporate the title of the thesis along with the name(s) of the faculty/faculties and discipline(s).

In the case of the award of the Ph.D degree for inter-disciplinary research, the degree certificate shall bear both the subjects of the candidate’s post-graduate degree and the discipline of the department in which the candidate has conducted his/her Doctoral research mentioning them as “inter-disciplinary”.

The broad discipline on which the Ph.D. degree is awarded will be decided by the syndicate. Along with the degree, the University shall issue a provisional certificate certifying to the effect that the degree has been awarded in accordance with the provisions to the regulations of the UGC.

10. ACADEMIC, ADMINISTRATIVE AND INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENT TO BE FULFILLED BY COLLEGES FOR GETTING RECOGNITION FOR OFFERING PH.D. PROGRAMMES

10.1 Affiliated Colleges may be considered eligible to offer Ph.D programmes only if they satisfy the availability of eligible Research Supervisors, required infrastructure and supporting administrative and research promotion facilities as per these Regulations.

10.2 Approved University Departments/Centres/ Chairs of the University / Post-graduate Departments of Affiliated Colleges, Research laboratories of Government of India/State Government recognised by the University with at least two Ph.D. qualified teachers/scientists/other academic staff in the Department concerned along with required infrastructure, supporting administrative and research promotion facilities as per these Regulations, stipulated under sub-clause 10.3, shall be considered eligible to offer Ph.D.
programmes. Affiliated Colleges should additionally have the necessary recognition by the Institution under which they operate to offer Ph.D. programme.

10.3 Affiliated Colleges with adequate facilities for research as mentioned below alone shall offer Ph. D. programmes:

10.3.1 In case of science and technology disciplines, exclusive research laboratories with sophisticated equipment as specified by the Institution concerned with provision for adequate space per research scholar along with computer facilities and essential software, and uninterrupted power and water supply;

10.3.2 Earmarked library resources including latest books, Indian and International journals, e-journals, extended working hours for all disciplines, adequate space for research scholars in the Department/library for reading, writing and storing study and research materials;

10.3.3 Affiliated Colleges may also access the required facilities of the neighbouring Institutions/Affiliated Colleges, or of those Institutions/Affiliated Colleges/R&D laboratories/Organizations which have the required facilities.

11. TREATMENT OF PH.D THROUGH DISTANCE MODE/PART-TIME

11.1 Notwithstanding anything contained in these Regulations or any other Rule or Regulation, for the time being in force, no University; Institution, Deemed to be a University and College shall conduct Ph.D. Programmes through distance education mode.

11.2 Part-time Ph.D will be allowed provided all the conditions mentioned in the extant Ph.D Regulations are met.

12. AWARD OF PH.D. DEGREES PRIOR TO NOTIFICATION OF THESE REGULATIONS, OR DEGREES AWARDED BY FOREIGN UNIVERSITIES

12.1 Award of degrees to candidates registered for the Ph.D. programme on or after July 11, 2009 till the date of Notification of these Regulations shall be governed by the provisions of the UGC (Minimum Standards and procedure for Awards of Ph.D Degree) Regulation, 2009.

12.2 If the Ph.D. degree is awarded by a Foreign University, the Indian Institution considering such a degree shall refer the issue to a Standing Committee constituted by the concerned Institution for the purpose of determining the equivalence of the degree awarded by the foreign University.

13. DEPOSITORY WITH INFLIBNET

13.1 Following the successful completion of the evaluation process and before the announcement of the award of the Ph.D. degree(s), the Institution concerned shall submit an electronic copy of the Ph. D. thesis to the INFLIBNET, for hosting the same so as to make it accessible to all Institutions/Affiliated Colleges.
13.2 Prior to the actual award of the degree, the degree-awarding Institution shall issue a provisional Certificate to the effect that the Degree has been awarded in accordance with the provisions of these UGC Regulations, 2016.

14. **PUBLICATION OF THE THESIS**

A thesis, whether approved or not, shall not be published in full without the permission of the University and the Vice-chancellor may grant permission for the publication under such conditions as it may impose;

Provided that a candidate may during the course of his/her research, publish papers in standard and research journals, as advised by his/her Supervisor, but the thesis as a whole shall not be published without obtaining permission of the syndicate mentioned supra.

Permission for publication of the thesis should be obtained after award of the degree.